
Signs of Possible  
Eye Trouble in Children

If one or more of these signs appear, 
take your child to an eye doctor  
right away. 

What do your child’s eyes  
look like?
>  eyes don’t line up, one eye 

appears crossed or looks out
>  eyelids are red-rimmed, crusted  

or swollen
>  eyes are watery or red (inflamed)

hoW does your child act?
> rubs eyes a lot
> closes or covers one eye
> tilts head or thrusts head forward
>  has trouble reading or doing other 

close-up work, or holds objects 
close to eyes to see

>  blinks more than usual or seems 
cranky when doing close-up work

> things are blurry or hard to see
> squints eyes or frowns

What does your child say?
>  “My eyes are itchy,” “my eyes  

are burning” or “I can’t see that 
very well.”

>  After doing close-up work, your 
child says “I feel dizzy,” “I have a 
headache” or “I feel sick/nauseous.”

>  “Everything looks blurry,” or  
“I see double.”

reMeMBer, your child May still haVe 
aN eye ProBleM eVeN iF he or she does 
Not coMPlaiN or has Not shoWN aNy 
uNusual siGNs.



lazy eye (aMBlyoPia)
Lazy eye, or amblyopia, is a loss of 
vision in eyes that is not corrected by 
glasses. Crossed eyes, eyes that don’t 
line up or one eye that focuses better 
than the other can cause amblyopia.

astiGMatisM
Astigmatism may result when the 
front of the cornea, the transparent 
window of the eye, has an irregular 
shape. Children with astigmatism 
usually see vertical lines more clearly 
than horizontal lines.

color BliNdNess
Children with color blindness are not 
really blind to color. Instead, they 
have trouble identifying some colors.

FarsiGhtedNess (hyPeroPia)
In this condition, the eyeball is too 
short for the normal focusing power 
of the eye. Therefore, images of near 
objects may appear blurred.

NearsiGhtedNess (MyoPia)
In myopia, the eyeball is too long for 
the normal focusing power of the 
eye. As a result, the images of distant 
objects appear blurred.

straBisMus
Strabismus is a word for eyes that 
are not straight or do not line up 
with each other. If the problem is not 
treated, it can cause amblyopia.
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